Guidelines for Debate and Public Speaking Competition
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BASIC INFORMATION

A. Background

The first IPSDC has been successfully conducted in 2010 which was attended by 24 debate participants from 5 different countries in South East Asia Region and 11 participants in Public Speaking. IPSDC has been recognized by debating community as the first ever debate and Public Speaking competition in Indonesia that is held on International level by LSPR Public Speaking Club.

B. Theme :

“Socially Responsible Corporate Governance”

Socially corporate governance refers to a better social responsible management. The scope is wider than CSR. Basically, it a form of initiative voluntary call that comes from a company, in which they do not see this action as only a branding, but they have a vision to make a community where they operate become a better place.

It’s about the HARMONY which the company/organization could build when they are entering the community/new area. They are able to make it into a better environment for all, such as: better treatment, safety rules, etc. They have to concern to the nature, human resources and social.

C. Place : STIKOM The London School of Public Relations, Jakarta
Sudirman Park Campus
Jl. K.H. Mas Mansyur, Kav 35
Jakarta, 10220
(www.lspr.edu)

D. Date : 7th – 10th June 2012
DEBATE COMPETITION

A. Competition Format

- BP (British Parliamentary) System
- Adjudication rule: N=1
- Delivery in English
- Team Cap: 32 Teams
- Targeted Participants: 16 from local, 16 International teams.
- 1 Institution could send 3 teams (which is the last team will be in waiting list)
- Chief Adjudicator: Mr. Phra Chainarong Sangsranoi (as known as Luang P)
- DCA: Dino De Leon, Airin Tirtayadi
- Activities: Debate Seminar, Adjudicator Accreditation and Debate Round
- Registration Fee: **USD 60 OR IDR 500.000 per person**
  (Does not include bank charges and other relevant transfer fees)

* Total Registration for 1 team+ Adjudicator: **USD 180 OR IDR 1.500.000**

** Include meals and beverages as stated on rundown

*** Our subsidies does not include: Airfare, Airport tax, Hotel Accommodation,
  Personal expenses: phone, laundry, mini bar, internet connection

**** If you need lodging information, we would recommend you to live at Sudirman
  Park Apartment

- Prizes: Trophy and Certificates
B. Rules & Regulations

British Parliamentary Debate Format

PROCEDURAL ISSUES

Disclosure
Ballots are absolutely due when indicated on the schedule. Especially for a tournament with multiple adjudicators in each debate, one adjudicator may return ballots while the other(s) give feedback. Only with your help can we stay on this very tight schedule. Delays attributed to judges may, at the tournament director’s discretion, result in penalties to that school’s teams.

Preparation
Prepared briefs may be used in preparation but not consulted in the competition room. Coaches are refrained to offer any advice to debaters.

Warm Room
The tab room will make results of preceding rounds available to debaters in a specified location. Every effort will be made to ensure that postings are timely, but keeping the tournament on time will supersede posting results.

Part 1- Introduction

1.1 The Format of the Debate

1.1.1 The debate will consist of four teams of two persons (persons will be known as "members"), a chairperson (known as the "Speaker of the House" or "Mister/Madame Speaker" and an adjudicator or panel of adjudicators.

1.1.2 Teams will consist of the following members:

1.1.3 Members will deliver substantive speeches in the following order:

(1) Prime Minister;
(2) Opposition Leader;
(3) Deputy Prime Minister;
(4) Deputy Opposition Leader;
(5) Member for the Government;
(6) Member for the Opposition;
(7) Government Whip;
(8) Opposition Whip.

Opening Government:
"Prime Minister" or "First Government member" and
"Deputy Prime Minister" or "Second Government member";

Opening Opposition:
"Leader of the Opposition" or "First Opposition member" and
"Deputy Leader of the Opposition" or "Second Opposition member";

Closing Government:
"Member for the Government" or "Third Government member" and
"Government Whip" or "Fourth Opposition member";

Closing Opposition:
"Member for the Opposition" or "Third Opposition member" and
"Opposition Whip" or "Fourth Opposition member".

1.1.4 Members will deliver a substantive speech of seven minutes duration and should offer points of information while members of the opposing teams are speaking.

1.2 The Motion

1.2.1 The motion should be unambiguously worded.

1.2.2 The motion should reflect that the World Universities Debating Championship is an international tournament.
1.2.3 The members should debate the motion in the spirit of the motion and the tournament.

1.3 Preparation

1.3.1 The debate should commence 15 minutes after the motion is announced.

1.3.2 Teams should arrive at their debate within five minutes of the scheduled starting time for that debate.

1.3.3 Members are permitted to use printed or written material during preparation and during the debate. Printed material includes books, journals, newspapers and other similar materials. The use of electronic equipment is prohibited during preparation and in the debate.

1.4 Points of Information

1.4.1 Points of Information (questions directed to the member speaking) may be asked between first minute mark and the six-minute mark of the members’ speeches (speeches are of seven minutes duration).

1.4.2 To ask a Point of Information, a member should stand, place one hand on his or her head and extend the other towards the member speaking. The member may announce that they would like to ask a "Point of Information" or use other words to this effect.

1.4.3 The member who is speaking may accept or decline to answer the Point of Information.

1.4.4 Points of Information should not exceed 15 seconds in length.

1.4.5 The member who is speaking may ask the person offering the Point of Information to sit down where the offer or has had a reasonable opportunity to be heard and understood.
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1.4.6 Members should attempt to answer at least two Points of Information during their speech. Members should also offer Points of Information.

1.4.7 Points of Information should be assessed in accordance with clause 3.3.4 of these rules.

1.4.8 Points of Order and Points of Personal Privilege are not permitted.

1.5 Timing of the speeches

1.5.1 Speeches should be seven minutes in duration (this should be signaled by two strikes of the gavel). Speeches over seven minutes and 15 seconds may be penalized.

1.5.2 Points of Information may only be offered between the first minute mark and the six minute mark of the speech (this period should be signaled by one strike of the gavel at the first minute and one strike at the sixth minute).

1.5.3 It is the duty of the Speaker of the House to time speeches.

1.5.4 In the absence of the Speaker of the House, it is the duty of the Chair of the Adjudication panel to ensure that speeches are timed.

1.6 The adjudication

1.6.1 The debate should be adjudicated by a panel of at least three adjudicators, where this is possible.

1.6.2 At the conclusion of the debate, the adjudicators should confer and rank the teams, from first placed to last placed. (See Part 5: The Adjudication).
1.6.3 There will be verbal adjudication of the debate after the first six preliminary rounds of the tournament. The verbal adjudication should be delivered in accordance with clause 5.5 of these rules.

Part 2 - Definitions

2.1 The Definition

2.1.1 The definition should state the issue (or issues) for debate arising out of the motion and state the meaning of any terms in the motion which require interpretation.

2.1.2 The Prime Minister should provide the definition at the beginning of his or her speech.

2.1.3 The definition must:

(a) Have a clear and logical link to the motion - this means that an average reasonable person would accept the link made by the member between the motion and the definition (where there is no such link the definition is sometimes referred to as a "squirrel");

(b) Not be self-proving - a definition is self-proving when the case is that something should or should not be done and there is no reasonable rebuttal. A definition is may also be self-proving when the case is that a certain state of affairs exists or does not exist and there is no reasonable rebuttal (these definitions are sometimes referred to as "truisms").

(c) Not be time set - this means that the debate must take place in the present and that the definition cannot set the debate in the past or the future; and

(d) Not be place set unfairly - this means that the definition cannot restrict the debate so narrowly to a particular geographical or political location that a participant of the tournament could not reasonably be expected to have knowledge of the place.
2.2 Challenging the definition

2.2.1 The Leader of the Opposition may challenge the definition if it violates clause 2.1.3 of these rules. The Leader of the Opposition should clearly state that he or she is challenging the definition.

2.2.2 The Leader of the Opposition should substitute an alternative definition after challenging the definition of the Prime Minister.

2.3 Assessing the definitional challenge

2.3.1 The adjudicator should determine the definition to be ‘unreasonable’ where it violates clause 2.1.3 of these rules.

2.3.2 The onus to establish that the definition is unreasonable is on the members asserting that the definition is unreasonable.

2.3.3 Where the definition is unreasonable, the opposition should substitute an alternative definition that should be accepted by the adjudicator provided it is not unreasonable.

2.3.4 Where the definition of the Opening Government is unreasonable and an alternative definition is substituted by the Opening Opposition, the Closing Government may introduce matter which is inconsistent with the matter presented by the Opening Government and consistent with the definition of the Opening Opposition.

2.3.5 If the Opening Opposition has substituted a definition that is also unreasonable, the Closing Government may challenge the definition of the Opening Opposition and substitute an alternative definition.

2.3.6 If the Closing Government has substituted a definition that is also unreasonable (in addition to the unreasonable definitions of the Opening Government and Opening Opposition, the Closing
Opposition may challenge the definition of the Closing Government and substitute an alternative definition.

Part 3 - Matter

3.1 The Definition of Matter

3.1.1 Matter is the content of the speech. It is the arguments a debater uses to further his or her case and persuade the audience.

3.1.2 Matter includes arguments and reasoning, examples, case studies, facts and any other material that attempts to further the case.

3.1.3 Matter includes positive (or substantive) material and rebuttal (arguments specifically aimed to refute the arguments of the opposing team(s)). Matter includes Points of Information.

3.2 The Elements of Matter

3.2.1 Matter should be relevant, logical and consistent.

3.2.2 Matter should be relevant. It should relate to the issues of the debate: positive material should support the case being presented and rebuttal should refute the material being presented by the opposing team(s). The Member should appropriately prioritize and apportion time to the dynamic issues of the debate.

3.2.3 Matter should be logical. Arguments should be developed logically in order to be clear and well reasoned and therefore plausible. The conclusion of all arguments should support the member’s case.
3.2.4 Matter should be consistent. Members should ensure that the matter they present is consistent within their speech, their team and the remainder of the members on their side of the debate (subject to clauses 2.3.4, 2.3.5 or 2.3.6 of these rules).

3.2.5 All Members should present positive matter (except the final two members in the debate) and all members should present rebuttal (except the first member in the debate). The Government Whip may choose to present positive matter.

3.2.6 All Members should attempt to answer at least two points of information during their own speech and offer points of information during opposing speeches.

3.3 Assessing Matter

3.3.1 The matter presented should be persuasive. ‘The elements of matter’ should assist an adjudicator to assess the persuasiveness and credibility of the matter presented.

3.3.2 Matter should be assessed from the viewpoint of the average reasonable person. Adjudicators should analyze the matter presented and assess its persuasiveness, while disregarding any specialist knowledge they may have on the issue of the debate.

3.3.3 Adjudicators should not allow bias to influence their assessment. Debaters should not be discriminated against on the basis of religion, sex, race, color, nationality, sexual preference, age, social status or disability.

3.3.4 Points of information should be assessed according to the effect they have on the persuasiveness of the cases of both the member answering the point of information and the member offering the point of information.
Part 4 - Manner

4.1 The Definition of Manner

4.1.1 Manner is the presentation of the speech. It is the style and structure a member uses to further his or her case and persuade the audience.

4.1.2 Manner is comprised of many separate elements. Some, but not all, of these elements are listed below.

4.2 The Elements of Style

4.2.1 The elements of style include eye contact, voice modulation, hand gestures, language, the use of notes and any other element which may affect the effectiveness of the presentation of the member.

4.2.2 Eye contact will generally assist a member to persuade an audience as it allows the member to appear more sincere.

4.2.3 Voice modulation will generally assist a member to persuade an audience as the debater may emphasize important arguments and keep the attention of the audience. This includes the pitch, tone, and volume of the member’s voice and the use of pauses.

4.2.4 Hand gestures will generally assist a member to emphasize important arguments. Excessive hand movements may however be distracting and reduce the attentiveness of the audience to the arguments.

4.2.5 Language should be clear and simple. Members who use language which is too verbose or confusing may detract from the argument if they lose the attention of the audience.

4.2.6 The use of notes is permitted, but members should be careful that they do not rely on their notes too much and detract from the other elements of manner.
4.3 The Elements of Structure

4.3.1 The elements of structure include the structure of the speech of the member and the structure of the speech of the team.

4.3.2 The matter of the speech of each member must be structured. The member should organize his or her matter to improve the effectiveness of their presentation. The substantive speech of each member should:

(a) Include: an introduction, conclusion and a series of arguments; and

(b) Be well-timed in accordance with the time limitations and the need to prioritize and apportion time to matter.

4.3.3 The matter of the team must be structured. The team should organize their matter to improve the effectiveness of their presentation. The team should:

(a) Contain a consistent approach to the issues being debated; and

(b) Allocate positive matter to each member where both members of the team are introducing positive matter.

4.4 Assessing Manner

4.4.1 Adjudicators should assess the elements of manner together in order to determine the overall effectiveness of the member’s presentation. Adjudicators should assess whether the member’s presentation is assisted or diminished by their manner.

4.4.2 Adjudicators should be aware that at a World Championship, there are many styles which are appropriate, and that they should not discriminate against a member simply because the manner would be deemed ‘inappropriate Parliamentary debating’ in their own country.
4.4.3 Adjudicators should not allow bias to influence their assessment. Members should not be discriminated against on the basis of religion, sex, race, color, nationality, language (subject to Rule 4.2.4), sexual preference, age, social status or disability.

Part 5 - The Adjudication

5.1 The Roles of the Adjudicator

5.1.1 The adjudicator must:
(a) Confer upon and discuss the debate with the other adjudicators;
(b) Determine the rankings of the teams;
(c) Determine the team grades;
(d) Determine the speaker marks;
(e) Provide a verbal adjudication to the members; and
(f) Complete any documentation required by the tournament.

5.1.2 The adjudication panel should attempt to agree on the adjudication of the debate. Adjudicators should therefore confer in a spirit of cooperation and mutual respect.

5.1.3 Adjudicators should acknowledge that adjudicators on a panel may form different or opposite views of the debate. Adjudicators should therefore attempt to base their conclusions on these rules in order to limit subjectivity and to provide a consistent approach to the assessment of debates.

5.2 Ranking Teams

5.2.1 Teams should be ranked from first place to last place. First placed teams should be awarded three points, second placed teams should be awarded two points, third placed teams should be
awarded one point and fourth placed teams should be awarded zero points.

5.2.2 Teams may receive zero points where they fail to arrive at the debate more than five minutes after the scheduled time for debate.

5.2.3 Teams may receive zero points where the adjudicators unanimously agree that the Member has (or Members have) harassed another debater on the basis of religion, sex, race, color, nationality, sexual preference or disability.

5.2.4 Adjudicators should confer upon team rankings. Where a unanimous decision cannot be reached after conferral, the decision of the majority will determine the rankings. Where a majority decision cannot be reached, the Chair of the panel of adjudicators will determine the rankings.

5.3 Grading and Marking the Teams

5.3.1 The panel of adjudicators should agree upon the grade that each team is to be awarded. Each adjudicator may then mark the teams at their discretion but within the agreed grade. Where there is a member of the panel who has dissented in the ranking of the teams, that adjudicator will not need to agree upon the team grades and may complete their score sheet at their own discretion.

5.3.2 Team grades and marks should be given the following interpretation:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Grade</th>
<th>Marks</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>180-200</td>
<td>Excellent to flawless. The standard you would expect to see from a team at the Semi Final / Grand Final level of the tournament. The team has many strengths and few, if any, weaknesses.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>160-179</td>
<td>Above average to very good. The standard you would expect to see from a team at the finals level or in contention to make to the finals. The team has clear strengths and some minor weaknesses.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Average. The team has strengths and weaknesses in roughly equal proportions.

Poor to below average. The team has clear problems and some minor strengths.

Very poor. The team has fundamental weaknesses and few, if any, strengths.

5.4 Marking the Members

5.4.1 After the adjudicators have agreed upon the grade that each team is to be awarded, each adjudicator may mark the individual members at their discretion but must ensure that the aggregate points of the team members is within the agreed grade for that team.

5.4.2 Individual members’ marks should be given the following interpretation:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Grade</th>
<th>Marks</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>90-100</td>
<td>Excellent to flawless. The standard of speech you would expect to see from a speaker at the Semi Final / Grand Final level of the tournament. This speaker has much strength and few, if any, weaknesses.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>80-89</td>
<td>Above average to very good. The standard you would expect to see from a speaker at the finals level or in contention to make to the finals. This speaker has clear strengths and some minor weaknesses.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>70-79</td>
<td>Average. The speaker has strengths and weaknesses and roughly equal proportions.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
<td>60-69</td>
<td>Poor to below average. The team has clear problems and some minor strengths.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E</td>
<td>50-59</td>
<td>Very poor. This speaker has fundamental weaknesses and few, if any, strengths.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
5.5 Verbal Adjudications

5.5.1 At the conclusion of the conferral, the adjudication panel should provide a verbal adjudication of the debate.

5.5.2 The verbal adjudication should be delivered by the Chair of the adjudication panel, or where the Chair dissents, by a member of the adjudication panel nominated by the Chair of the panel.

5.5.3 The verbal adjudication should:
   (a) Identify the order in which the teams were ranked

   (b) Explain the reasons for the rankings of team, ensuring that each team is referred to in this explanation; and

   (c) Provide constructive comments to individual members where the adjudication panel believes this is necessary.

5.5.4 The verbal adjudication should not exceed 10 minutes.

5.5.5 The members must not harass the adjudicators following the verbal adjudication.

5.5.6 The members may approach an adjudicator for further clarification following the verbal adjudication; these inquiries must at all times be polite and non-confrontational.
C. Schedule of Events

Debate Competition

- Day 1 IPSDC

08:00 - 08:50 : Arrival and Registration
09:00 - 10.05 : Technical Meeting Debate
10:05 - 10:45 : Adjudications Seminar
10:45 - 11:45 : Debate simulation for 4 teams chosen (accreditation test for adjudicator)
13:00 - 14:00 : Lunch
14:15 - 14:30 : Announcement for Adjudicators
14:30 - 15:15 : Opening Ceremony of IPSDC 2012
15:15 : Day 1 ENDS

- Day 2 IPSDC

07:00 - 08:30 : Arrival and Registration
08:45 - 08:55 : Motion Launch + Match Up
08:55 - 09:10 : Brainstorming
09:10 - 10:10 : Preliminary 1
10:10 - 10:25 : Break
10:25 - 10:40 : Verbal Adjudication
10:50 - 11:40 : Lunch + Break
12:00 - 13:00 : Shalat Jumat
13:15 - 13:25 : Motion Launch + Match Up
13:25 - 13:40 : Brainstorming
13:40 - 14:40 : Preliminary 2
14:40 - 14:55 : Break
14:55 - 15:10 : Verbal Adjudication
15:10 : Day 2 ENDS
• **Day 3 IPSDC**

07:30 - 08:45 : Arrival and registration
09:10 - 09.20 : Motion Launch + Match Up
09:20 - 09:35 : Brainstorming
09:35 - 10:35 : Preliminary 3
10:35 - 10:50 : Break
10:50 - 11:05 : Verbal Adjudication
11:15 - 12:15 : Lunch + Break
12:25 - 12:35 : Motion Launch + Match up
12:35 - 12:50 : Brainstorming
12:50 - 13:50 : Preliminary 4 (SILENT ROUND)
13:50 - 14:35 : Break + Snack
14:35 - 14:45 : Motion Launch + Match up
14:45 - 15:00 : Brainstorming
15:00 - 16:00 : Preliminary 5 (SILENT ROUND)
16:10 - 16:55 : High Tea Party
16:55 : Day 3 ENDS

• **Day 4 IPSDC**

14:00 - 14:50 : Arrival and Registration
15:00 - 15:20 : Opening by Committee + Motion Launch + Match Up
15:20 - 15:35 : Brainstorming
15:35 - 16:35 : Semifinal Debate
16:40 - 17:00 : Announcement for Final Debate
17:00 - 18:00 : Dinner
18:10 - 18:20 : Motion Launch
18:20 - 18:35 : Brainstorming
18:45 - 19:45 : Final Round Debate Competition
20:00 - 21:40 : Awarding Night and Closing
21:40 : Day 4 ENDS (all participants take their certificate from LO)
PUBLIC SPEAKING COMPETITION

A. Competition Format

- Format: prepared speech and impromptu presentation.
- Delivery in English
- Targeted participants: 20 person
- 1 Institution could send 3 representatives (the last one will be in the waiting list)
- Panel of Judges: to be confirmed later, three judges from outside of LSPR will be chosen to ensure neutrality and those with background related to the theme are favorably
- Registration fee: **USD 50 OR IDR 400.000 per person**
  (Does not include bank charges and other relevant transfer fees)

* Include meals and beverages as stated on rundown
** Our subsidies does not include: Airfare, Airport tax, Hotel Accomodation, Personal expenses: phone, laundry, mini bar, internet connection
*** If you need lodging information, we would recommend you to live at Sudirman Park Apartment

- Prizes: Trophy and Certificates + Cash (1st winner IDR 2,500,000, 2nd winner IDR 2,000,000, 3rd winner IDR 1,000,000)
B. Rules & Regulations

**Speech Presentation (Marking: 40%) - First Day**

1. Participants to deliver 7 minutes prepared speech.

2. English shall be the main language of delivery. The prepared speech should be themed around "Socially Responsible Corporate Governance". Any matter is allowed except race, religion, politics and sex.

3. Contestants must prepare their own speech, which must be substantially original.

4. Participants should prepare for submission the script of the speech (3 copies).

5. Script of the speech will be handed upon 'Briefing for Participants' (see. 7 June, 2012). The script is typed in A4 paper, using Arial font, 12pt, with double spacing. Cover should state the title, name of author, and institution.

6. Participants will then deliver the speech in front of an audience.

7. The speech will be marked based on the content of the speech (45%), and the delivery (55%).

**Impromptu Presentation (Marking: 60%) - Second Day**

1. Participants will be handed out individually, a unique study case.

2. Participants are then asked to respond to the case by preparing a power point presentation. Facilities are available within the venue for conducting research and creating presentation.

3. A preparation time of two hours is provided.

4. Participants will then present their case in front of a panel of judges.

5. The mark will be based on power point (15%), content (40%), and delivery (45%).

The points will be accumulated from these two rounds and the announcement of the winner will be in the final and awarding night.
C. Schedule of Events

Speech Competition

• Day 1 IPSDC

11:45 - 13:00 : Arrival and registration
13:00 - 14:00 : Lunch
14:30 - 15:15 : Opening Ceremony of IPSDC 2012
15:25 - 16:25 : Technical Meeting
16:35 : Day 1 ENDS

• Day 2 IPSDC

13:00 - 14:00 : Arrival and Registration + Lunch
14:00 - 17:00 : Speech Session 1
17:00 - 17:15 : Snack
17:15 : Day 2 ENDS

• Day 3 IPSDC

09:30 - 10:30 : Arrival and registration
10:30 - 10:45 : Give theme for speech presentation
10:45 - 12:15 : Participants create speech and presentation
12:30 - 13:15 : Lunch
13:30 - 16:00 : Presentation for Speech Session 2
16:10 - 16:55 : High Tea Party
16:55 : Day 3 ENDS

• Day 4 IPSDC

15:30 - 16:45 : Arrival and Registration
17:00 - 18:00 : Dinner
18:10 - 18:45 : Games
18:45 - 19:45 : All participants watch Final Debate Competition
20:00 - 21:40 : Awarding Night and Closing

21:40 : Day 4 ENDS (all participants take their certificate from LO)
REGISTRATION & PAYMENT DETAILS

A. How to regisrate

- The registration opens from 30\textsuperscript{th} March 2012 until 30\textsuperscript{th} April 2012

- The procedure:
  1. Fill in the registration form (enclosed)
  2. Send the form to ipsdc_lspr@yahoo.com
  3. Pay the registration fee
  4. Confirm the registration by send the proof of the registration payment to ipsdc_lspr@yahoo.com
  5. Wait further information for the release of main participants list or waiting list participants.

- The following information which will be required is:
  1. Full name of the institution
  2. Contact person
  3. Name of the participants
B. How to pay

- The payment date for registration fee is from 1\textsuperscript{st} May 2012 until 15\textsuperscript{th} May 2012.
- If payment for any institution was not made by that date, the slots will be distributed to participant in the waiting list.
- Payment date for the waiting list is 15\textsuperscript{th} May – 24\textsuperscript{th} May 2012
- The bank details are:
  
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Siti Sarah Raissa</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Account number</td>
<td>5245012427</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Swift code</td>
<td>CENAIDJA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bank name</td>
<td>BCA KCP Sudirman Park</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- All the transfers should include:
  1. Name of the institution making payment
  2. Number of participants being paid for
  3. Contact person
CONTACT DETAILS

E-mail:

ipsdc_lspr@yahoo.com

Find us in twitter:

@ipsdc_lspr

Find us in facebook:

www.facebook.com/ipsdc_lspr